
 

Planning Commission                                    Lower Saucon Township                                    September 22, 2022 

Meeting                                                                        Minutes                                                                       7:00 PM   

 

 

I. OPENING 

 

A. CALL TO ORDER:  The Planning Commission of Lower Saucon Township was called to order 

on Thursday, September 22, 2022 at 7:00 p.m. in Town Hall at 3700 Old Philadelphia Pike, 

Bethlehem, PA, with Hazem Hijazi presiding. 

B.  ROLL CALL: Present: John Noble, Chairman; Hazem Hijazi, Vice Chairman; Chris Nagy, 

Secretary; Tom Carocci and Douglas Woosnam, Members; Jim Young, Zoning Officer; Linc 

Treadwell, Solicitor; Kevin Chimics, Engineer. 

Absent were Craig Kologie & Sandy Yerger. 

C. PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE 

 

II. PUBLIC COMMENT/CITIZEN AGENDA ITEMS  

 

None 

 

III. BUSINESS ITEMS 

 

A. HELLERTOWN MINOR #MIN 03-22 / Borough of Hellertown – 2011 Springtown Hill Road 

-  exp. 12/21/22 

 

Present were Mike Corriere, Solicitor and Kim Moore, Professional Land Surveyor with Barry Isett 

and Associates. 

 

Haz Hijazi asked would you guys like to give us a brief summary of what you’re trying to do here?  

Mike Corriere stated yes, it’s one lot and the compost center is on the lot.  We’re asking permission 

to subdivide it into 2 lots.  Lot 1 which will still maintain and be the compost center is 21 acres or 

so, a little more than 21 acres.  That is designated on the plan as Lot 1 and I believe that’s in the R-

12 zone.  Then Lot 2 is a little bit more than 14 acres that’s vacant land that’s being farmed now.  

The plan for right now is to continue farming and there’s no development that’s being proposed.  

The Borough Engineer and Mr. Kim Moore then provided the plan to do that 2 lot subdivision.  I 

think we’re prepared however you’d like to do it, go through the plan paragraph by paragraph.  A 

lot of the items we’re going to say comply.  I think we want to give you some feedback on the 

waiver requests and deferral requests.  And, then certainly answer any questions.  I have some 

information, I went to the courthouse about the settlement agreement.  When we get to that 

paragraph, I’d be happy to provide to you the documentation which I found in that matter.  We’re 

here to really just answer any questions and talk about the planning.  If you’d prefer and I don’t 

know how you guys do it in your municipality, if you want us to just run through or let the engineer 

talk, however you’d like to do it. 

 

Haz Hijazi stated typically if you say we’ll comply with most of it, typically we defer to our 

engineer to go over his review letter.   

 

Kevin Chimics stated I’ll go down through my letter and pick up what I think are some of the major 

points that you may have some questions on or need some direction on.  We’ll probably just go 

down through the letter page by page; so, first we’ll go through comments and then maybe after we 
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have a better understanding of everything, we can go over the waiver requests and see how the 

board feels on those. 

 

Kevin Chimics stated the first one we want to touch on is number 4, with some of the existing 

facilities, I believe Lot 1 with the compost center, we don’t believe there are any public water or 

sewer facilities, I think that’s just used with porta-potties.  Mike Corriere stated that’s correct. 

 

Kevin Chimics stated that item be is a main concern of the Township is that we understand that this 

is a former landfill site and the Township wants some information on what portions of the property 

was the landfill, what kind of conditions there, what the condition of the site is based on the 

previous landfill and what kind of restrictions are going to be put on any kind of development in 

the future based on the landfill and how it was remediated. 

 

Mike Corriere stated one question we had is when you’re using the word landfill, or you referring 

to the compost center or is there some kind of something that before the compost center was 

constructed there was a landfill.  We weren’t sure about that. 

 

Kevin Chimics stated it’s our understanding based on the previous settlement agreement that there 

was a landfill on the property that was actually owned by the Borough of Hellertown or operated by 

the Borough. 

 

John Noble stated there was a dump on that property.  I know for a fact. 

 

Mike Corriere stated we had to question, we were not aware of any landfill. 

 

Kim Moore stated we don’t know where it was. 

 

Kevin Chimics stated I guess that’s some concerns for the Township because that’s obviously 

going to have an impact on how the property can be developed in the future and how it was filled in 

and the impact it could have on future development.  I think some of the previous settlement 

agreement they talk about restrictions on development and what kind of studies would need to be 

done in the future. 

 

Mike Corriere stated I can talk about the agreement that’s number 8 if you want me to talk about it 

now.  I can tell you what we found out about that.  When we saw that, I know the Township had 

requested a copy.  Initially, we looked at our files, saw there no copy there was only a draft copy.  

And back then, it predated myself, Mr. Backenstoe was the solicitor for Hellertown; and, based on 

the information that we got, it looks like another attorney, Linc was not the attorney who handled it 

either.  So, what I did was since we had no signed agreement, I went down to the courthouse and 

what the cover letter from the lawyers indicated there was a draft agreement that was circulated 

between Mr. Backenstoe and Brian Achey on behalf of the Township in April, 1999.  I 

subsequently went down to the courthouse to see if there was a filed copy of the agreement.  So, 

there was no filed copy of the agreement; but, in August of 1999, Dave Backenstoe filed for a non-

jury trial.  So, that indicates to me that the agreement was never agreed to and it was never signed.  

Then that precipe, which I have a copy for your solicitor, it was subsequently marked off by the 

court with a “WD” which we believe is withdrawn.  Then David Backenstoe on November 9th filed 

a precipe to terminate the case.  So, what I think happened based on that information, because we 

have no agreement, we have no record of any agreement ever finally being entered and the fact that 

it was in April they were talking about an agreement and November or August they’re placing it on 

for a trial, that indicates that we couldn’t work it out.  And, the court documents indicate the case 
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was withdrawn and Dave Backenstoe filed a termination.  So, I believe that there must have been 

some discussions back then 20 or 23 years ago about this agreement, it never was finalized and 

then the Borough pulled the law suit and didn’t proceed further; so, there was never any file land 

use demand that was filed.  I have copies of what I got.  I went through microfilms. 

 

Mike Corriere stated I did talk to Dave Backenstoe to see if he had any knowledge; but, he couldn’t 

place it or remember anything about it.  So, I don’t believe there ever was a final agreement that 

was entered. 

 

Linc Treadwell stated I think any agreement that would have been entered, and again, the 

Township has a draft copy in its file but it has no executed copy which is why we requested that if 

you guys had one, please give it to us.  I think if it had been settled in some way then some type of 

plan would have been filed; and, there’s plan filed.  So my guess is that it just disappeared.  But, 

that doesn’t mean the issues that were raised then aren’t still issues.  I think it was mostly about an 

environment assessment to figure out what was underneath the surface so that any future 

development people would be aware of what was there. 

 

Tom Carocci stated I agree, we need to know what’s under the ground there.  If it was a town 

dump, and it sounds like it was a town dump a long time ago, John, before a lot of the 

environmental regulations were in place. 

 

John Noble stated I know it’s there.  Out of curiosity, what precipitated this subdivision? 

 

Mike Corriere stated the Borough wanted to subdivide it to see if maybe in the future they would 

want to do something with the land; but, nothing is planned.  This was talked about about a year or 

so ago.  We just never did it. 

 

John Noble stated there’s usually a reason. 

 

Mike Corriere stated I think possibly we’re a closed Borough and we don’t have a very big tax 

base.  This was a piece of land that maybe could bring in some revenue for the Borough if it was 

sold to a third party.  That could be on the horizon, obviously it’s not right now.  I think they lease 

it to a farmer, that’s what the driving impetus was is that our tax base keeps going up, we’re closed 

and we have basically no development and we’re a closed municipality.  The revenues are the 

same, but the taxes and the costs keep going up.  That’s a potential in the future. 

 

Tom Carocci stated there’s a developer for the neighbor’s property and they sent him packing to 

expand their tax base. 

 

Mike Corriere stated it’s potential development yes.  Right now it’s vacant but there’s no plan 

before us. 

 

Tom Carocci stated there was a plan that was voted down. 

 

Mike Corriere stated they wanted to change the zoning and we didn’t think that was the best for the 

Borough.  Yes, hopefully it will be developed.  I think he sold it and there’s a new owner, but, we 

haven’t had anything yet come in.  

 

Haz Hijazi stated I think some additional information about that dump/landfill or whatever you 

want to call it. 
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Mike Corriere stated we’ll be happy to check our records again, that’s fine. 

 

Tom Carocci stated I’m not sure it’s just checking the records.  I would want a present day study of 

what is under the ground. 

 

Doug Woosnam asked is there any liability for us entertaining a subdivision on a property that we 

might have inference of a landfill? 

 

Linc Treadwell stated if you assume that there’s a dump there and you assume that it’s going to be 

sold at some point to generate revenue, whoever buys it is going to want to do something with it.  If 

they’re going to resubdivide it and build house there, I think it’s incumbent upon us as the 

reviewing municipality to let those people know what’s there.  There’s always potential liability 

and there’s always the potential that say somebody comes in and buys it and they want to subdivide 

it into 6 lots.  It gets subdivided into 6 lots and you have 6 homeowners and all of a sudden the find 

out they’re on top of a former dump.  They’re coming here. 

 

Doug Woosnam stated so this is serious as far as do we have legal precedent if we should 

potentially stop this until we know or should we just have some sort of deed restriction on it 

indicating that before any future development there must be a full assessment and go ahead and let 

them subdivide it. 

 

Linc Treadwell stated I think as you get further into the letter, there’s also the question of sewage 

facilities planning.  So, can you perc it?  Which who knows. 

 

John Noble stated typically when we subdivide, you require showing the ability to put a house on 

it.  Linc Treadwell stated right. 

 

John Noble stated that would be almost precedent before we get into the fact that there’s a dump 

there. 

 

Linc Treadwell stated in 1999, obviously the Township was concerned that the Township back then 

wanted to know what’s under the ground and that’s what generated the appeal and the litigation 

that was subsequently withdrawn.  I certainly don’t think you want to ignore what happened in 

1999 and just say we don’t care now when we did then. 

 

Doug Woosnam stated put in writing buyer beware there is concern as part of the deed if we allow 

a lot creation period. 

 

Linc Treadwell stated that’s the question. 

 

Chris Nagy stated doing that will reduce the liability.  Linc Treadwell stated it reduces it to a 

certain extent but, you’re still going to have the same questions.  We get questions here all the time 

about why did you let this property get subdivided.  This lot doesn’t have this or this lot doesn’t 

have that and whether it’s technically our responsibility or not that’s the perception if we’ve 

approved, then we must have thought it was good for development. 

 

Haz Hijazi stated I think extending those thoughts and knowing what’s there, specifically the extent 

of it, how far, how deep, water, soil, and what’s the impact.  Based on that study, you go with 
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potentially an environmental covenant attached to the deed that anybody buying it in the future is 

aware of what’s there. 

 

Linc Treadwell stated you do a phase 1 environmental which will tell you if there’s buried stuff.  

With no public water and sewer, then we’re talking about can you get a well, can you perc it. 

 

Kevin Chimics stated comment 29, the first sentence is taken right from the ordinance which says 

“Land with unsafe or hazardous conditions shall not be subdivided or developed unless the 

subdivision or land development plan provides for adequate safeguards which are approved by the 

Township Council.”  And then we say “The Township Council may require a Phase 1 

environmental study of the site and any necessary remediation recommended by the study due to 

the previous Borough of Hellertown landfill on this site.  We note the previous Settlement 

Agreement included a condition regarding the transfer or development of any portion of the landfill 

tract with respect to this requirement.”  Obviously, back in ’95 or ’99 this was a concern then.  

And, there is a provision in the ordinance that would require them to show that the site is safe for 

any type of future development. 

 

Mike Corriere stated right and our position on 29 is we were going to comply. 

 

John Noble stated from a standpoint of complying with Phase I, in our subdivision approval 

process, do they need that information to show that they are actually creating lots that are buildable 

by having some sort of buildable envelope on that lot? 

 

Kevin Chimics stated basically that’s saying it shouldn’t be subdivided unless they can show it’s 

safe. 

 

John Noble stated so you’re willing to comply would almost dictate what you can do by starting 

with a Phase 1 and Phase 2. 

 

Mike Corriere stated I think we’d do a Phase 1 and share the results with you. 

 

John Noble stated that’s probably the best starting point, I would guess. 

 

Kevin Chimics stated to jump back to the comments and stay in order, the next one that is a 

concern is number 6 c on page 2, the location of carbonate geology features and other topographic 

features.  The original plan in from 1995 did identify some carbonate features on the plan; but, it 

was limited to, I believe, it was lot 2.  We did have a comment letter back in ’95 which asked for 

additional studies and information on the carbonate geology.  I think that’s information we should 

again require. 

 

Mike Corriere stated our response is we were going to comply. 

 

Kevin Chimics stated we already touched on number 8.  Number 11, they’re showing a quit-claim 

which appears to be over the right-of-way on Springtown Hill Road.  Based on the closures and 

areas we did, it seems like that quit-claim area is actually included in the lot 2 area.  I guess we’re 

just looking for some clarification from the developer on exactly why they’re requesting the quit-

claim and what’s going to ultimately happen with that property. 

 

Kim Moore stated the background on this is this property was created around 1950, the farmhouse 

to the south and the farm was the 2 parcels that we’re trying to subdivide here.  The deeds did not 
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mention the road at all.  They mentioned adjoiners and both deeds, our deed and the deed to the 

west.  After that, along came another surveyor who did a subdivision and he went to the middle of 

the road and basically created an encroachment.  The encroachment really doesn’t serve any useful 

purpose to the Borough because it’s the road and the adjoining right-of-way and the land there.  We 

were just trying to clear the title up; but, according to my boundary survey, that’s where it should 

be. 

 

Kevin Chimics asked is the plan then to dedicate that right-of-way to the Township? 

 

Kim Moore stated it will be quit-claimed to the neighbor. 

 

Kevin Chimics stated it seems like the quit-claim is actually the right-of-way of the road.  At least 

the way it looks like it’s shown on the plan. 

 

Kim Moore stated it’s close but it’s not exact. 

 

Kevin Chimics stated we’re going to need that paperwork as it goes through and then just confirm 

the property line.  Because our calculations show the lot 2 area includes that quit-claim area. 

 

Kim Moore stated we can clean that up.  I think that was included because we weren’t sure whether 

it was going to go or not go. 

 

Kevin Chimics stated the next one we want to touch on is on page 4, item 20 regarding the 

planning module and the ability to serve the property with sewer or with on-lot septic systems.  

Right now they have a note on their plan that they’re requesting a planning module waiver; but, it 

really doesn’t specify which lot it’s for.  So, any lot that’s going to be future developed needs to be 

tested and have on-lot septic systems that will pass.  Our records do indicate that lot 2 was actually 

tested, I think in ’95, but that information is not shown on the plan.  If they could verify that testing 

information, then we would need testing on lot 1 also. 

 

Kim Moore stated we had no information on any testing on lot 2 and the lot 2 area. 

 

Kevin Chimics stated we do have that old file and I’m sure our SEO can share that information 

with you once he goes through it. 

 

Tom Carocci asked that the test is in 1995, wouldn’t we need new tests?  The test is 27 years old. 

 

Kevin Chimics stated I’d have to verify with our SEO on what would still be okay.  If there’s signs 

that the property wasn’t disturbed at all, I don’t know the exact SEO requirements and the limits.  

That’s something we can have Chris Taylor, our SEO, verify with them on whether new testing is 

needed.  The next one is on page 5, item 26, again refers to deed restrictions on the property and 

what kind of convenants or deeds the Township is going to want to see if the property is subdivided 

and what kind of requirements they’re going to need for any future development of the property.  

We touched on comment 29 about the need for a Phase 1 study. 

 

Kim Moore stated going back to 26, we didn’t propose any easements or restrictions because we 

didn’t know what was going to happen, if it got sold or stays as the compost, so we really didn’t 

propose any easements. 
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Kevin Chimics stated again, I think a lot of those had to do with the previous landfill or dump on 

the property and how that would affect future development.  On page 6, comment 6 is in regards to 

the carbonate geology area of the Township and the comments we had on the previous plan.  And, 

the previous settlement agreement did basically say that a requirement of that was to address our 

previous carbonate geology comments; so, I would think that those comments would remain and a 

new carbonate study would need to be done because it’s over 25 years old and any comments 

would need to be addressed.  I think that’s probably the main comments other than jumping to any 

waiver requests that the Township would want to consider. 

 

John Noble asked if there is a water line close to the property? 

 

Kevin Chimics answered no, I think everything would need to be private, on-lot water and sewer. 

 

John Noble stated is kind of sounds like you might want to find out what you own first.  You might 

want to do a Phase 1 which might lead to a Phase 2 and then at least figure out what you own 

before you start going through this process. 

 

Tom Carocci stated I agree John,  When I read the land with unsafe or hazardous conditions shall 

not be subdivided or developed unless the subdivision or land development plan provides for 

adequate safe guards which are approved by Township Council.  Why are we even considering 

waivers until that happens? 

 

John Noble stated part of the process is they’re asking for what they’re asking for.  At least what 

I’m hearing from everyone is maybe it’s time to just figure out what you own and then come back 

to us.  If you’d like us to vote on it, we can do that. 

 

Mike Corriere stated no, we’re not looking for a vote today.  We were going to take it back and 

based on what decide here today on the waivers come back with a revised plan.  We weren’t asking 

for a conditional today.  We were asking for the waivers to be discussed and addressed. 

 

Doug Woosnam asked since Phase 1 is strictly just a surface, because of the documented history of 

the property, that pretty much demands a Phase 2? 

 

John Noble stated just the process is Phase 1 which is going to say there’s stuff we don’t know. 

 

Tom Carocci stated I’m against voting or discussing the waivers in any real depth because of that.  

It seems like a waste of time because we don’t know what’s there. 

 

Mike Corriere stated we wanted to have at least the waivers be discussed.  I think obviously we 

said we would comply with the phase 1 and see what it shows and share it with you.  We indicated 

to you right now there’s no plans for that property, lot 2, to do anything.  Obviously, we’re 

requesting waivers or making deferrals for when development should it ever come in.  We have no 

problem with making those waivers deferrals.  I think in terms of us coming back with something 

for you, we’d like to kind of know where we stand on the waivers and whether they’re going to be 

waivers or deferrals so we can make the proper notes on the plan. 

 

John Noble stated we can go through the waivers and give you some input; but, we’re not going to 

vote on them. 

 

Haz Hijazi stated we have a waiver request letter dated July 6, 2022. 
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Mike Corriere stated the first one is page 2, number 3 in the Hanover Engineering letter dated 

September 16, 2022, is a waiver for the plan scale.  We have 3 sheets, one sheet is a scale of 150 

feet on the overall plan just to show the relativity of the 2 lots.  Then we broke it down to a 50 

scale. 

 

Number 4, the waiver was for showing the improvements within 500 feet of the tract; and, we’re 

not proposing any improvements at this time. 

 

John Noble stated typically that wouldn’t be an issue; but, with what you’re probably dealing with 

more than likely that’s going to be an issue because there’s a lot of wells in that area.  And, if you 

discover some stuff, you really should have the neighbors know about it. 

 

Linc Treadwell stated that might be the same with the scale too, depending on what it is.  You 

might want to see more. 

 

John Noble stated at the end of the day, those references are more to how are we not impacting 

neighbors.  So, if you guys discover a bunch of stuff, you’re potentially opening a can of worms. 

 

Mike Corriere stated continuing on with number 5, it’s kind of the same thing, showing the 

contours and I understand your position.  Number 6, the finished floor will comply.  The wooded 

areas and the ages of the trees, we would ask for a waiver for that.  Same for the carbonate geology 

study that we talked about. 

 

John Noble stated typically we don’t do a waiver on that, on the trees.  You’ve got to identify what 

you’re dealing with, some of the woodlands that are there. 

 

Mike Corriere stated on 9 a, we’re asking for a waiver for that.  We talked about carbonate geology 

so that would not be included in the waiver I guess. 

 

John Noble stated your Phase 1 and Phase 2 are going to really dictate a lot of the reaction we have 

to these things because at the end of the day, a lot of the stuff you’re asking for waivers are things 

that affect down slope and neighbors.  I’m not telling you what to do. 

 

Mike Corriere stated no, we’re hearing the message.  So right now we’re going down the list and 

there’s no inclination to grant the waivers.  You don’t normally do those for any plan, is that what 

you’re saying? 

 

John Noble stated it’s all about impact on the neighbors.  If you have something relatively simple, 

there’s just a lot of stuff going on there. 

 

Mike Corriere stated item 10, in lieu of a waiver, we could ask for a deferral for that. 

 

Linc Treadwell asked isn’t that a zoning ordinance requirement? 

 

Kevin Chimics stated it’s required in both SALDO and Zoning. 

 

Linc Treadwell stated even if you got a waiver, you would need a variance. 

 

Mike Corriere asked is it cited in the zoning section also? 
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Kevin Chimics answered yes, I believe it’s on page 7, item 8. 

 

Mike Corriere stated it’s the same thing. 

 

Kevin Chimics stated it’s required in both.  The Zoning Ordinance lays out how you calculate it 

and then it’s required again in the SALDO to be shown on the plan. 

 

Linc Treadwell asked those aren’t hard to do, right? 

 

Kevin Chimics answered no, it’s based on your areas and natural resources. 

 

Linc Treadwell stated that would probably give everybody an idea of if it got sold, how many lots 

might it be. 

 

Mike Corriere stated since it’s in the zoning, we’ll just comply with that one.  Number 10 we’ll just 

comply.  Item 12 would be a waiver or a deferral since we don’t know what’s going to be built 

there. 

 

John Noble stated a lot of that is more dependent upon the character of the neighborhood too.  I 

don’t believe there’s any sidewalks up in that area; so, you’re probably not going to have much of 

an issue there. 

 

Mike Corriere state item 15 is kind of the same thing.  We would ask for a waiver from dedication 

of a right-of-way at this time until something was developed or a deferral. 

 

John Noble stated there’s a possibility the street frontage you have right now, we might ask for that 

dedication if it’s not there already because you are creating a lot. 

 

Linc Treadwell asked what’s the existing right-of-way on Springtown Hill Road? 

 

Jim Young answered it’s a local road, so it would be a 60 foot, with 30 foot either way. 

 

John Noble stated so it sounded like there’s a little bit of a mess already in that area with the quit-

claim you have going on; so, we might request for the dedication of the ultimate right-of-way there. 

 

Mike Corriere stated I think the existing right-of-way now is like the travel way. 

 

Linc Treadwell asked just the road? 

 

Mike Corriere answered yeah.  Item 18 we talked about but it’s a zoning issue; so, we said we 

would comply with the site capacity and natural resources.  Item 19 is the same kind of thing and 

the same position of we don’t know what’s proposed so we’re asking a waiver at this time for that.  

It could be anything where it would be required for future development, we’d be amenable to a 

deferral also.  That’s not a problem. 

 

John Noble stated typically though we require it if you’re going to subdivide it, at least you have to 

show that there is potential for sewer and water. 
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Linc Treadwell stated I don’t think there sewer and water out there anywhere.  Maybe a 

confirmation from the Authority that they don’t have any lines out there to satisfy them. 

 

Mike Corriere stated I think that’s accurate.  Item 20, we asked for a waiver from the planning 

module and I think I’m hearing that’s not the Commission’s desire. 

 

Linc Treadwell asked when you’re talking about the planning module, don’t you at least have to get 

from DEP approval of the waiver note? 

 

Kevin Chimics answered yes. 

 

Linc Treadwell stated you have to go to DEP any way.  I think I just had one somewhere else 

where DEP doesn’t like those any more.  I actually had it in another Township where there was a 

deferral note on the plan and somebody came in for a building permit and the Township said you 

have to get sewage planning and he said no I don’t, I have an approved lot.  So, we went round and 

round on that. 

 

Mike Corriere stated item 23, we’re requesting a waiver from those requirements because none of 

those items exist on the lot.  And once again, there’s no development proposed. 

 

Kevin Chimics stated I think if we do the testing for some of the on-lot septic then there may be 

one of the notes that wouldn’t need to be put on the plan.  Basically, if just preserves that the areas 

that are tested that they have to be preserved and can’t be disturbed. 

 

Kim Moore stated item 32 is the same position that nothing is proposed for improvements; so we 

would ask for a waiver or a deferral for the curb and sidewalk at this time.  Going back to item 30, I 

think that’s more of a notation than anything.  We set up the property line along the zoning line 

which is not exactly perpendicular to the road. 

 

Kevin Chimics stated you’re very close to being perpendicular; but, in my mind it would seem to 

make sense to follow the zoning line, not that you have a small piece of property that’s zone 2 

different zoning districts. 

 

Kim Moore stated the last one is item 34 a waiver from street trees or a deferral.  Those are the 

things we would ask the Commission to consider. 

 

Mike Corriere stated I think what I’m hearing is you want us to consider those after the Phase 1 is 

provided.  Is that an accurate belief? 

 

John Noble stated most of the stuff we waive or defer is because it has no potential impact on 

anyone else or it’s in the character of where you’re developing. 

 

Mike Corriere stated we got your comments so we hear you.  I don’t think it’s a time problem, is it 

or anything where you need an extension at this point?  I don’t know when exactly when we can 

come back. 

 

Linc Treadwell stated your time is 10/25/22 for your 90 day. 

 

Mike Corriere stated we’ll give you an extension. 
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Linc Treadwell stated just send a letter to Jim and request it. 

 

 

MOTION BY:  NO MOTION 

 

SECOND BY: NO SECOND 

ROLL CALL:  

 

IV. MICELLANEOUS BUSINESS ITEMS 

 

A. APPROVAL OF MINUTES – MAY 26, 2022  

 

MOTION BY: John Noble moved to approve the May 26, 2022 Planning Commission minutes.  

SECOND BY: Doug Woosnam 

ROLL CALL: 5 ayes – 0 nays – 2 absent (Kologie & Yerger) 

 

 

V. PUBLIC COMMENT/CITIZEN NON-AGENDA ITEMS  

 

None. 

 

VI. ADJOURNMENT 

 

MOTION BY: Tom Carocci moved to adjourn the meeting at 7:41 p.m. 

SECOND BY: Chris Nagy 

ROLL CALL: 5 ayes – 0 nays – 2 absent (Kologie & Yerger) 

 

Submitted by: 

 

 

__________________________________ 

John Noble, Chairman 


